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Budget FY20: 'Populism' over 'Prudence'
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The government announced several measures in the FY20 interim budget to boost (1) the income of small and marginal farmers and (2) net income of a

section of individual taxpayers.These measures will cost the government Rs1trn on an annual basis assuming they are retained in the FY20 final budget by

the next government. In its last budget ahead of this year’s elections, the government announced a farm package (0.46% of GDP cumulatively) and tax

concessions forthe middle-income class (0.1% of GDP),and deviated from the fiscal consolidation path,i.e.it prioritised ‘populism’over‘prudence’.

The government has made realistic assumptions on nominal GDP growth and expenditure. However, the undershooting of its targets for tax revenue and

the disinvestment proceeds could lead to a shortfall of 0.2-0.3% of GDP.As such,a cut in capex orfurtherfiscal slippage is possible.

We view the budget as slightly ‘expansionary’; it will boost, consumption, but at the cost of crowding out ‘private investments’.The consumption thrust has

come atthe expense of capex,which may hurt growth.Bond yields may rise,but even if the RBI manages to use OMOs to tame yields,the credit environment

may remain challenging.In this context,valuations all-round appear rich.

Key recent domestic factors:

2019,“A tale of two halves”:
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declined to 0.5% in Nov’18 from 8.4% in Oct’18. Manufacturing growth fell sharply to (-) 0.4% from 8.2% in Oct’18. Both consumer

(durables and FMCG) and capital goods sectors reported a decline.While base effect explains a part ofthe decline,lower exports and domestic demand also

contributed to the dip.We expect muted growth in the next few months owing to global and domestic headwinds.However,this slowdown is more cyclical

than structural and growth is expected to pick up in H2FY20.

at 2.19% eases to its 18-month low on the back of continued deflation seen in food prices (-2.5% in Dec’18) While overall core inflation was

stable, health, education and household and personal goods are showing an uptick. Even so, a domestic cyclical slowdown is converging with loss of global

growth momentum.We expect inflation to remain muted and underthe 4% target,assuming stable fuel prices.

eased to 3.8% in Dec’18 from 4.6% in Nov’18. The drop was led by fuel and power inflation at 8.4% in Dec’18 (16.3% in Nov’18) and

manufactured inflation at 3.6% (4.2% in Nov’18). However,food inflation increased to 0.1% in Dec’18 from (-) 2% in Nov’18.With a slowing global economy,

pricing pressure in manufactured goods is likelyto remain muted.

Industrial growth

Retail inflation

WPI inflation
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Global growth indicators continued to show signs of deceleration with China reporting sharp fall in exports,Japan’s consumer confidence taking a hit and

France and US reporting slowdown in manufacturing and non-manufacturing activity. FOMC minutes revealed a more dovish approach to future pace of

rate hikes. We note that global and domestic macro and politics will matter in the short term, but for India earnings will become more relevant once the

election uncertainty gets over by May 2019. We expect the RBI to cut policy rates in its subsequent meetings, drawing confidence from the government’s

reasonably conservative fiscal math despite election compulsions. 3QFY19 results have increased confidence in FY2019-20E net profit estimates with

‘corporate’banks showing a sharp decline in slippages and achieving comfortable provision coverage ratios after several quarters of high provisions,which

should logically lead to a sharp decline in loan-loss provisions from Fy2020

First half will be dominated by general elections expectations. Hence, in first half of 2019, it is prudent to run a relatively defensive large cap portfolio with

sectoral exposure to Banks, Consumer staples, IT & Pharmaceuticals, while keeping an eye out for opportunities that expectation swings might throw up.

We do expect a possible rate cut in 1st half of 2019 on ‘in-control’ inflation expectations. The second half of the year, post elections, should be a return to a

more optimistic normal—with a more risk-neutral corporate sector and an opportunity to ride a more buoyant, but a long-time-coming business cycle.We

expect strong earnings revival,especially once election outcome is known.

Key investment themes to play in 2019 are 1) large-cap over other categories, 2) cyclical sectors led by banks (largely coming out of the woods) over

defensive and 3) ‘rural’ over (possible populist measures by the Centre and State governments to continue in election heavy year) urban in 2019. Stable to

falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong tailwinds to market behaviour.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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The debt market should continue to tread higher, with the change in the central bank policy stance amid lower policy interest rates and a more benign outlook for inflation and growth. The
marketwill however continue to track incremental macro data–crude oil prices,inflation,the movement in the INR and foreign (FPI) flows.The expectations of softening policy stance by global
central banks and slowing global economic growth would be positive for emerging market currencies, including the INR which should further support yields. Inflation dynamics are likely to
determine nominal yields on the long horizon while short-term yields will continue to be driven primarily bythe liquidity scenario.
The front end of the yield curve provides good carry offering an attractive opportunity for investors to lock in relatively higher yields in the top rated /AAA rated quality credit segment from a 2-
3 year perspective.The current macro scenario builds a case for being long on duration,although the uptick going forward is likely to be gradual and see an intermittent movement both ways.
Medium to long term part ofthe curve would consolidate at current levels in the absence of any sustained triggers eitherway.
The Dynamic bond fund is a good option for investors looking to invest in a scheme thattakes active interest rate calls.The Shortterm fund offers a portfolio to investors with a more than 1-year
investment horizon and is ideal vehicle for earning constant carry.The Ultra short term and the Savings fund are low duration schemes ideal for investors with an investment horizon of a few
months and seeking returns that are higherthan a plain vanilla liquid fund.The liquid fund forever remains a smart option for deployment of overnightfunds.
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Fiscal Deficit

Inflation

Borrowing

� In the Union budget released on February 01,2019,the government has pegged the fiscal deficit at 3.4% for FY 2020,after missing this financial year’s 3.3% target by 10 bps.Gross borrowing
for FY 2019 is revised up to 5.71 lakh cr from 5.35 lakh cr announced earlier.The government will conduct 2 more weekly bond auctions in the current financial year to meet the additional net
borrowing of 36,000 cr due to the higher fiscal deficit. The government will also borrow another 8,000 cr more through treasury bills in FY 2019. The government is aiming for a gross
borrowing of 7.10 lakh cr on net borrowing of 4.73 lakh cr in FY 2020.
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Liquidity

Foreign fund flows
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Foreign funds (FPIs) turned sellers of Indian debt after two months in January. FPIs sold (net) debt worth 1,301 cr in January having purchased (net) debt worth 4,749 cr in the previous
month.FPIs sold (net) Indian debtworth 47,795 cr in 2018.
The foreign exchange reserves increased to a 4 month high of $400.2 billion as on February 01, 2019 from $393.4 billion on December 28, 2018. RBI slowed its currency intervention from the
previous month but remained a seller (net) of foreign exchange (USD), selling (net) $644 million in the spot foreign exchange market in November. The RBI had sold (net) $7.2 billion from its
reserves in the previous month.Between April and November 2018,the central bank has sold (net) $26.5 billion in the spot market compared with a purchase (net) of $18.02 billion during the
same period in 2017.
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Liquidity in the banking system improved substantially overall for the month ofJanuary Currency in circulation expanded sharply during the month.Liquidity measured by RBI’s LAF,which had
ended December at a deficit of nearly 94,000 cr,turned surplus on the 2nd day ofJanuary and through the 1stweek,aided by government spending.Liquidity surplus reached a high of 28,418
cr on the 4th, but turned deficit from the 2nd week onwards on monthly tax outflows, falling to a negative of just over 1 lakh cr on the 22nd. Liquidity improved on month end government
spending closing the month at a deficit of 7,934 cr.
RBI injected liquidity, under its LAF 32,900 cr on a daily net average basis in January, compared to 99,600 cr in the previous month.The weighted average call rate (WACR) traded below the
policy repo rate on all 23 days in the month,and on an average,was 11 bps belowthe policy repo rate.
The central bank has been continuing with its OMO purchases to add durable liquidity into the banking system. The RBI conducted 5 OMO purchase auctions during the month injecting

50,000 cr of durable liquidity into the system and announced a further 37,500 cr of OMOs in February through 3 auctions of 12,500 cr each during the 2nd, 3rd and 4th weeks.The RBI has
been monitoring the evolving liquidity conditions and durable liquidity requirements ofthe system and has bought securities worth 2.36 lakh cr so far in April-January FY 2019.
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Retail (CPI) Inflation fell to an 18-month low of 2.19% in December from 2.33% in November and 5.21% in December 2017. Continuing deflation in food items, a sharp fall in fuel inflation and
some edging down of inflation excluding food and fuel has contributed to the decline in headline inflation.Core (CPI) inflation increased marginally to 5.73% from 5.70% in the previous month,
with a spike in prices in health and education. Despite the marginal rise in food and in core inflation, overall headline inflation trajectory is likely to remain below the RBI’s target of 4% for the
nextfew months.
Wholesale (WPI) inflation fell furtherto an 8-month low of 3.80% in Decemberfrom 4.64% in November and 3.58% in December lastyear.

� The central government reported a fiscal deficit of 7.01 lakh cr for April-December or 112.4% of the budgeted target for FY 2019,compared with 6.21 lakh cr (113.6%) a year ago.The deficit
was at 7.17 lakh cr (114.8%) forApril-November FY 2019,reported in the previous month.
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Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics

Monetary Policy - RBI (MPC) 6th Bi-monthly meeting. February 5th-7th, 2019.
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India's central bank lowered policy interest rates and shifted its stance to "neutral" from "calibrated tightening" to boost a slowing economy after a sharp fall in the inflation rate.
The MPC ofthe RBI cutthe policy repo rate by 25 bps to 6.25% with four of six members voting to cutthe rates,while all sixvoted for a change in the stance.
CPI inflation is revised downwards to 2.8% in Q4FY19,3.2-3.4% in H1FY20 (earlier 3.8-4.2%) and 3.9% in Q3FY20,with risks broadly balanced around the central trajectory.Headline inflation is
projected to remain soft in the nearterm reflecting the current low level of inflation and the benign food inflation outlook.
GDP growth is projected at 7.4% for FY 2020, 7.2-7.4% in H1, and 7.5% in Q3 with risks evenly balanced. The output gap has opened up modestly as actual output has inched lower than
potential.
The central bank's commentary on inflation and growth indicates a dovish outlook for the policy.With sharply lower projections for inflation going forward,there are indications that the MPC
will lookfor opportunities forfurther policy rate cuts in this cycle.

Global monetary policies
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The U.S. central bank held interest rates steady with the fed policy rate at 2.25-2.5% and signaled its three-year-drive to tighten monetary policy may be at an end amid sudden uncertainty in
the outlook for the economy. The Federal reserve has raised the Fed funds rate nine times since the current cycle of tightening began in 2015, and four times last year, including once in
Decemberwhen it also signaled itwould do so twice more this year.
The change in the Fed’s language included a change in the economic growth outlook from “strong” to “solid,” and a measure of inflation to have “moved lower in recent months.” The U.S
economic outlook has become more clouded as a result of recentvolatility in financial markets amid signs that growth is slowing overseas,including in China and the euro zone.
The European central bank left that guidance and interest rates unchanged at its meeting in January while acknowledging that economic growth in the euro zone was likely to be weaker than
earlier expected due to the fall-out from factors ranging from China’s slowdown to Brexit.The ECB’s deposit rate,now its main benchmark,remains at-0.40% while the main refinancing rate,its
key rate during normal times,stands at 0.00%.Having ended a bond purchase scheme,the ECB said it still expected to keep interest rates at record lows“through”the summer,sticking with its
long-standing guidance.

Fixed Income markets
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Debt markets fell for the 1st time in four months,on speculation of increased spending in the interim budget before the general elections increasing fears of fiscal slippage,while rising crude oil
prices raised fears of higher inflation expectations ahead of the central bank monetary policy review.The benchmark 10-year g-sec yield rose 11 bps this month after falling 24 bps in December
and 65 bps in Q3FY19.
The Indian Rupee fell for the 2nd straight month, its biggest monthly fall in three against the USD, as fiscal worries and rising crude oil prices spurred foreign fund outflows. INR fell 1.9% in
January, its biggest monthly fall since October. The benchmark Brent crude oil contract posted its biggest monthly gain since April 2016 due to supply concerns moving 15% higher for the
month at $61.89 per barrel.


